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Setting the standards

Expectations have never been higher. Contractors and clients 
alike look to our approved installers' windows, doors and 
conservatories to add value, provide energy savings and 
keep new properties comfortable, safe and sustainable. BBA 
approved and backed by professional installer accreditations, 
our approved installers set the standards nationally.

A partnership of professionals

Working in partnership with UK NewBuild, one of the UK’s 
largest national fabrication specialists, our product offer 
and portfolio is simply second to none. With an end-to-end 
direct-to-site fabrication supply chain, and unbeatable order 
turnarounds, we work quickly, accurately and efficiently to 
meet the most demanding site schedules.

Peace of mind at every stage

From initial specification through to customer service, 
our approved installers' goals are never less than total 
customer satisfaction. From on-site consultations to product 
recommendations with UK NewBuild’s design engineers, you can 
relax in the knowledge you are in outstanding professional hands.

In 2011 we launched the exacting UK NewBuild Charter and member standards. 
Today, our national network of independent, BBA approved, professional installer 
partners fit over 150,000 products every year.

Your installer is backed by our complete supply chain solution designed for 
today’s housebuilders. They only install the highest quality windows doors and 
conservatories, meeting all the requirements for quality, legislative compliance and 
sustainability. With a vertically integrated supply chain, UK NewBuild provides a 
‘one stop’ service from extrusion to installation and aftercare.

Value, quality and satisfaction today and for years to come. If you build new homes, 
it has to be a Masco UK NewBuild approved installer.

Project confidence – guaranteed

Our approved installers never forget a good reputation is 
hard-earned. That’s why their warranty across windows, door 
and conservatories covers all aspects of installation  
workmanship, product manufacture and product  
performance for up to 10 years. In the unlikely event an  
issue should ever arise, you can be confident a resolution  
will be immediately put in hand.

Read on to learn how and why our Approved Installer 
Network, in partnership with UK NewBuild, can deliver a 
competitive end-to-end PVCu solution for your next project…

The UK NewBuild Approved Installer Network is made up of local, independent  
installers with many years experience in new build installation offering housebuilders  
and developers a seamless, totally integrated supply and installation solution.

An end-to-end supply & installation solution

The support behind the 
Approved Installer - UK NewBuild. 
The solution backed by the
Masco UK Window Group.
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BBA APPROVED INSTALLER
INSPECTED BY THE BRITISH BOARD OF AGREMENT

to delivery on site… to professional installation…
to window and 
door fabrication…From site drawings… to satisfied new residents.

UK NewBuild 
Approved 
Window & 
Door Installers. 
The performance
and choice you want.
The BBA approved installation you expect.



Benefits of a UK NewBuild Approved Installer

Setting the standards:

‹  High performance energy saving 
windows and doors

‹  Quality products - manufacturing 
standards to ISO14001/BBA

‹  Unrivalled service - Masco UK 
Approved Installer network 
consistently marked over  
90% by leading housebuilders

‹  Professional experts focussed 
on the new build sector

‹  Value for money –  
specification expertise.

Peace of mind at every stage:

‹  Approved Installers - 
independently assessed by the 
BBA with an installer Charter

‹  Outstanding customer service – 
ask to see our scores/KPIs and 
countless recommendations

‹  Customer care – no-quibble 
policies and support to keep 
your customers happy.

Project confidence – guaranteed:

‹  Superior fit teams and 
service technicians – years of 
experience

‹  Friendly, helpful administration 
staff for joined up business 
and proven processes

‹  A can-do attitude to help you 
succeed

‹  Product and service warranty 
– sector leading guarantees 
and aftersales support.

Our members conform to a common charter setting out 
minimum performance and service standards. The charter 
forms the basis of the BBA Approved Installer Scheme. Based 
on annual supply chain audits, on-site spot inspections and 
customer feedback.

What does using a Masco approved installer offer you?

‹  Dedicated new build site experience

‹  Compliance with all necessary Method Statements, Health & 
Safety documentation and procedures, accreditations, risk 
assessment and insurance liabilities required to work on site

‹  Experience to liaise with both regional office and site 
regarding specification, take off, scheduling, site amendment, 
variation and estimating of PVCu windows and doors

‹  Management and scheduling of pre start meetings on site 
and/or regional office

‹  Ratification/agreement with you of all documentation 
relating to compliance and site operations

‹  Contract management from call off to supply and 
installation of product

‹  Qualified and accredited installation professionals to ensure 
timely and safe site installations

‹  Site support: remedial cover, CMLs, customer specific 
sign-off and ongoing post occupancy care within accepted 
industry time scales.

A comprehensive warranty with dedicated customer care

Should a UK NewBuild installer business ever cease trading, an 
alternative UK NewBuild Installer can be engaged to complete 
any work. The product, supply continuity and standards for 
installation and post occupancy care mean both you and your 
purchasers can have complete peace of mind.

Ask for a copy of the approved installer charter and the unique 
product and service warranty for complete peace of mind.

For further information, go to:
www.uk-newbuild.co.uk/installernetwork

Choosing a Masco UK Window Group BBA approved installer network member 
makes sound business sense. It ensures that, at any site across the UK, a 
housebuilder receives Masco UK Fabrication products backed by quality local 
installation and consistent levels of service and support.

The UK NewBuild Installer Network. 
BBA approved workmanship. 
National capability and reach.

BBA APPROVED INSTALLER
INSPECTED BY THE BRITISH BOARD OF AGREMENT

A partnership of professionals:

‹  Local installer company  
who understand local needs 
and demands

‹  A three way partnership 
between you, your installer, 
and Masco UK NewBuild

‹  Industry leading products to 
put your developments ahead

‹  Compliance to meet all  
current building regulations 
and standards.
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The UK NewBuild 
Installer Network



The BBA approved UK NewBuild solution for housebuilders  
adds value at every step - from the robust supply chain to  
clear, high quality communication…

Installation with your 
UK NewBuild Approved Installer. 
From design to completion: seamless continuity

Customer focused and benefit driven - 
an end-to-end process

The right specification advice

We know how important it is to 
make the right design choices at 

the outset. UK NewBuild approved 
installers bring expertise supported 

by field sales and technical 
assistance. Right from the start your 
installer will ensure the product and 
specification requirements are met 
correctly, including satisfying any 

compliance or planning issues.

Timely call offs to site

Controlled call off by your installer 
is key. It ensures delivery only 

occurs when fit can be completed 
in one installation. This removes 

inappropriate storage and potential 
damage. Follow on trades can be 

scheduled to the build programme 
effectively, eliminating delay and 

reducing cost.

Fast, accurate quotations

By working closely together at 
design stage, quotation is easier 

and quicker. All installer quotations 
are subject to agreed turnaround 
times for a fast response. With 
accurate specifications from the 

outset, pricing is competitive and all 
inclusive for supply and installation, 

with no hidden surprises.

Quality, hassle free installation

Fully approved BBA installers are 
experienced professionals and work 

efficiently to ensure each installation is 
completed right first time. After inspection 

and sign off by the site agent, a CML 
inspection can ensure any snags are 

rectified prior to occupancy. As part of the 
UK NewBuild Approved scheme, selected 
installations are spot checked by the BBA 

for quality and consistency.

On-site pre-start checks

We know there’s no substitute for 
meeting face to face, on site before 
any project starts. Your installer and 
UK NewBuild technical personnel 
(if required) engage with you and 

your team so every relevant factor 
is discussed and understood, from 

agreeing H&S methods and schedules to 
checking for site variations or changes.

Superior customer care

Your customer satisfaction is 
paramount. All approved installers 
ensure excellent aftercare backed 

by detailed charter standards. 
Trained personnel ensure rapid 
communication, response and 

resolution of any resultant queries. 
Van and installer stocks enable most 

common issues to be resolved swiftly.
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" Using only one supplier guarantees consistency 
of product on a national basis. By using energy 
efficient windows as standard ensures that 
we can make significant build cost savings 
elsewhere – it’s a real win, win situation."

Installation / 
Sign Off / CML

High quality workmanship

Ensure rigorous checks

Reduce NHBC handover / 
occupier issues.

Customer Care / 
Maintenance

Get fast, professional issue 
resolution

Guarantee satisfaction with 
the UK NewBuild warranty

Build long-term relationships 
with purchasers.

Call Off / Contract 
Management

Safeguard control and 
organisation on site

Installation completed 
quickly and efficiently

Know trades won’t 
be disrupted.

Pre Start / 
Qualification

Gain consensus between 
all parties

Clarify schedules and 
method statements

Minimise the risk of errors.

Pricing / 
Quotation

Accurate specifications

Leverage economies of scale

Get an accurate, all inclusive 
pricing package.

Design 
Specification

Explore your best product 
options

Spot issues early

Eliminate costly errors 
or revisions.

Working with your 
UK NewBuild Approved Installer
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Lifetime Homes
Lifetime Homes is a series of  
criteria intended to make homes more 
easily adaptable for lifetime use at 
minimal cost.

Our part in this is to make our products 
more user friendly and inclusive to a 
wider range of people.

‹  Low level window handles for 
wheelchair users

‹  Low level thresholds to enhance 
doors for easy access

‹  Our in-house technical team can offer 
expert advice to help you achieve all of 
the relevant criteria for Lifetime Homes.

Part Q - Leading 
the way in Security
The building regulation Approved 
Document Q takes effect on 1 October 
2015, with a staggered roll out through 
to 1 October 2016. It introduces a 
minimum security standard for windows 
and doors to all new build homes.

‹  Minimum security standard is long 
overdue

‹  Focuses installers and builders 
towards the same goal and standards

‹  Will help promote a sense of security 
for the homeowner.

UK NewBuild has a full range of 
products listed to PAS24:2012 
which will satisfy the requirements 
of Approved Document Q and our 
technical teams can help with advice 
and guidance where needed.

Secure by Design
Secure By Design is a Police initiative with 
the mission to reduce crime. It is applicable 
to New Build and Commercial projects.

Masco UK NewBuild hold certification 
to Secured By Design for a wide 
range of products. Our products are 
independently certified by a UKAS 
accredited test house to PAS24:2012. 
This standard is a recognised route 
to SBD that details a test method to 
ensure enhanced security is achieved.

‹  SBD housing developments suffers up 
to 75% less burglary, 25% less vehicle 
crime and 25% less criminal damage

‹  Helps to create sustainable 
environments

‹  Creates a sense of safety from the 
homeowner

‹  Reassurance to the housebuilder that a 
high level of security has been achieved.

Product Specific:

‹  ISO 9001 Quality Management 
System

‹  ISO 14001 Environmental Management 
System

‹  ISO 18001 Health & Safety 
Management System

‹ BBA Approved

‹  BS EN 12608 PVCu Profiles of the 
Fabrication of Windows and Doors

‹  BM Trada Q Mark in support of 
BS7412 and PAS24 manufacture of 
enhanced security windows.

Finished Product:

‹  BS 7412 Kitemark licence holder

‹  PAS24

‹ Secure By Design licence holder

‹ ISO 9001 Quality Management System.

UK NewBuild products are designed and manufactured 
to meet the very latest in compliance, to ensure that 
all relevant standards, accreditations and building 
regulations are achieved.

Assessment Report No. 
15/5187

Certificate No. 04/4902 
Duraframe Cavity Closer

BS EN 12608:2003 
KM 12894

PAS 23/24 
KM 79769

BS 7412 
096

EMS 514848 FM 10093

Fit for 
UK NewBuild
Fit for you.

Accreditations Guarantees

10 Years - Profiles

10 Years - Glass

2 Years Ironmongery

The Quality 
behind your 
Approved Installer
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All of our quality profiles are covered 
by BBA accreditation and other 
appropriate industry bodies to ensure 
full compliance with the latest building 
regulations and codes of practice. We 
can offer a window to complement any 
design of property from the simplest 
casement window to the grandest 
Victorian Bay creating both traditional 
and individual looks for a home.

All of our windows are internally beaded 
and manufactured from environmentally 
friendly, lead-free profile. They are 
available in a variety of styles and 
configurations in standard modular or 
bespoke sizes and designs, with an infinite 
variety of accessories and specifications 
to enable enhanced thermal and acoustic 
performance; choice of colour; security 
enhancement; egress; or to suit specific 
regulation or standard; Secure by Design, 
Lifetime Homes; and to assist achieving 
better SAP calculations and DER’s etc. All 
carry a certified U value and BFRC rating 
for enhanced energy efficiency and a BRE 
expected lifecycle in excess of 35 years.

For a full list of product accreditations 
and guarantees please see page 8.

Standard specification:

‹  70mm Duraflex Diamond Suite

‹  White locking in-line handles  
(except fire escape non-locking)

‹  Internally beaded

‹  Multi-point locking

‹  U values down to 0.8  
(double and triple)

‹  Acoustic values of +2

‹  Cills available - 90 to 225mm

‹  SBD upgrade available on  
all products

‹  Various methods to achieve 
Part F compliance

‹  Profile sections BBA Approved

‹ BSI accredited products 
  all PVC non lead

‹  Glass kite mark to BSEN

‹  10 year guarantee - profile and glass

‹  35 years BRE solutions

‹  Q-Lon lifetime warranty

‹  Lifetime Homes.

As you would expect from the largest extrusion and fabrication network in  
the UK, we offer arguably the most comprehensive range of PVCu windows  
and doors available to the new build market.

Window Systems 
Our industry leading range of energy 
efficient windows for the housebuilder.

UK NewBuild reserves the right to change product specifications.

Q-Lon Weather Seal - The world’s best gaskets
Q-Lon - known as the 'rolled in gasket', 
it has excellent compression recovery of 
99%, giving constant height at corners 
for improved weathering and does not 
produce weld sprue. We supply Q-Lon 
pre-inserted into all sections.

‹  Best acoustic and thermal performance 
across the widest temperature range

‹  99% memory recovery.  
Retains shape year after year

‹ Immune to rot, mould and mildew

‹  Lifetime warranty guarantee.

Tilt and turn
A truly versatile product, offering both 
aesthetic and practical options.

‹  Larger opening areas are ideal for fire 
escape openings

‹ Tilts inwards, for ventilation

‹ Easier for cleaning.

Vertical slider
Combines the elegance of traditional 
sash windows with the benefits of 
modern materials.

‹  Best PVCu alternatives to traditional 
timber box sashes.

Floating mullion
Window design allows both windows 
to open fully.

‹  Special hinges allow the sashes 
to open at 90º

‹ Can be used as a fire escape. 

Shaped and bespoke
All window ranges can be manufactured in bespoke sizes, 
shapes and styles to assist design and individuality or enable 
compatibility between New Build and refurbishment.

‹  Circular and church style windows 
can enhance a gable or stairwell

‹  We have the versatility to fit 
most requirements.

Mock horn and sash in sash
A traditional sash, with a modern 
acoustic and weather performance.

‹  Provide an enhanced detail for use 
in heritage / conservation areas

‹  Security is not compromised 
for good looks.

Casement
The most popular design, offering 
security and energy efficiency.

‹ Available in a multitude of styles.

‹ Cutting edge thermal performance

‹  Q-Lon weatherseal ensures your 
windows will perform year after year.

Reversible
Fully reversible gives a very modern 
feel to any house.

‹  180º reversible window for ease 
of cleaning

‹ Very good for ventilation.

Our extensive range
Whether performing to a specific industry standard, enhancing the appearance of your housing
portfolio or simply looking for competitive functionality, we have a range for you.

Window Systems
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To complement our extensive range of windows and help you to specify 
a product that unites aesthetics, performance and value for money, we 
offer a comprehensive selection of single, french casement, patio and 
bi fold doors in a comprehensive variety of combinations and sizes.

Door Systems 
An extensive range of door systems 
providing functionality, performance 
and flair for any development.

UK NewBuild reserves the right to change product specifications.

Composite doors
Combines modern materials and  
performance with traditional looks to  
enhance the character of any home.

‹  44mm flush and 70mm rebated doors

‹ Durability and easy maintenance

‹ Won’t rot or warp

‹ Security Part M compliant

‹  Secured by Design optional.

Utility doors
Manufactured in a whole range of 
finishes with matching half panels and a 
choice of clear or obscure glass designs.

‹ Security Part M compliant

‹  Combining versatility on design with 
modern locking technology

‹  Secured by Design optional.

Door and a half
A composite door with a matching 
hinged side panel can be opened  
up to allow wider access.

‹  High security and thermal 
performance

‹  Secured by Design optional.

French doors
Available in a variety of styles and 
configurations with both Low and 
Standard thresholds, open in/open out 
and side light combinations.

‹  Security Part M complaint allows 
both sashes to open fully

‹  Secured by Design optional.

Bi-fold doors
The ideal way to provide extra space and 
connect inside living to the outside world.

‹ Versatile and aesthetically pleasing

‹  Can be fully opened, partially opened 
or totally closed

‹ 6 combinations of opening.

Patio doors
Slim In-Line Patio Doors available in 2, 
3 and 4 leaf options combine safety and 
security with lifestyle choice and space.

‹  Standard PVC threshold, slim PVC 
threshold and option for Aluminium 
low threshold with ramps to aid 
wheelchair access.

Our extensive range
Functionality or aspirational design, our door range can help you 
build a property to suit all budgets and all specifications.

Most of the options can be specified 
inward or outward opening and are 
available in a variety of coloured 
profiles to suit most applications.

Similarly, dependent on choice or 
specification, the already high levels 
of security provided as standard can 
be further enhanced by the addition of 
security locks and laminated glass. Low 
threshold cills and accessories, dependent 
on your need to comply with a social 
housing specification, SBD, Part M or 
PAS24 - we believe we have an option 
that meets your requirement.

As with our window range, our door 
selection is fully welded and internally 
glazed with full reinforced profiles 
for added security and performance. 
In addition, the thermal properties of 
all our ranges ensures performance 
in relation to U Value (Part L; J in 
Scotland) requirement.

All of the door systems are designed to 
fit into a cavity closer spanning cavity 
widths 75 – 150mm as standard.

Standard specification:

‹  Duraflex 70mm profile

‹  Large Outer frame (Residential,  
French Casement and Bi-fold options)

‹ Internally beaded

‹ White rebated hinges

‹  Lever/lever handles  
(options available on request)

‹  Hook, roller and deadbolt locking 
as standard (options available for 
enhanced security)

‹ Fully reinforced

‹ Concealed drainage.

Ventilation, via head vent or sash, can 
be accommodated for Part F compliance 
dependent on location and requirement – 
please specify at time of order.

At the time of order remember to state 
whether the door is required to open in or 
out - and your desired handing. Pay particular 
attention to your requirement for mobility 
(width and threshold/cill) – for Part M 
compliance; additional security; and location 
(structural joints; packers and add ons etc).

Part Q - Leading the way in Security
The building regulation Approved 
Document Q takes effect on  
1 October 2015, with a staggered 
roll out through to 1 October 2016. 
It introduces a minimum security 
standard for windows and doors to  
all new build homes.

‹  Minimum security standard is  
long overdue

‹  Focuses installers and builders 
towards the same goal and standards

‹  Will help promote a sense of security 
for the homeowner.

UK NewBuild has a full range of 
products listed to PAS24:2012 
which will satisfy the requirements 
of Approved Document Q and our 
technical teams can help with advice 
and guidance where needed.

Door Systems
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UK NewBuild reserves the right to change product specifications.

* Except 85mm Stub Cill

With today’s challenging market conditions, it’s even  
more important to maximise the appeal of your build.  
We can help you differentiate your development.

Conservatories 
The complete conservatory solution 
adding style, aspiration and space 
to any new build property.

New Build Accessories 
A range of options designed to 
personalise your house designs 
or architects specification.

‹  Most of the UK NewBuild Approved 
Installers offer a complete 
conservatory service from site survey 
to full installation and fit out 

‹  Ensure windows on conservatories 
match them of the house

‹  Ensure VAT exemptions to home 
purchasers if the conservatory is built 
at time of house construction 

‹  Market leading energy performance

‹  Adds aesthetics and certain lifestyle 
benefits to new build properties

‹  Compliments and enhances  
house U values

‹ Cheaper than an extension 

‹  Most homeowners want a 
conservatory within 18 months  
of purchasing a new build home.
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Colours & Foils
Our extensive range of solvent free, foiled profiles are made to the 
same exacting standards as our white profile. A traditional range 
of woodgrains has been enhanced by the addition of solid colours 
and shades to cater for the rise in brown field developments.

New Build Cill 
‹  Unique new build cills specifically designed for new build 

application

‹ Range of 5 cill sizes to cater for any construction type

‹  Modern and efficient design

‹ Flat base design for ease of finishing

‹  Incorporated window board receiver to suit 2 window 
board sizes and reduce cost

‹ No need for window board adaptor.*

Head Box 
In-line with Part F, windows can be supplied with various 
ventilation options:

‹ 2500 and 5000 EQA

‹  Larger over head frame head section, through sash or door leaf

‹  Via bespoke headbox 'duravent' for it's concealed external 
vent design

‹  Comes in a range of colours to match foil options.

Cream 
9001

White 
9016

Dark Grey 
7016

Black 
9017

Slate Grey 
7015

Slate Grey 
7015

Dark Grey 
7016 

Light Grey 
7001

Chartwell 
Green

125mm

85mm Stub Cill

150mm

180mm

225mm

Woodgrains Smooth
Variety of options 
to suit all builds:
1. Victorian

2. Georgian

3. Lean-To

4. LivinRoof

5. Orangery

6. Glass Extension

Head Box Duravent

Conservatories



The windows we supply can provide U values from 1.7 to 0.8 
and BFRC energy ratings from C to A+ (as of October 2015) 
but we continue to design even more exciting performance 
with new modifications and enhancements. All window 
ranges have both British Fenestration Rating Council (BFRC) 
and ‘Energy Saving Recommended’ accreditations and are 
guaranteed against failure for 10 years.

Why U values matter

The lower the U value, the more resistant a window is to 
losing heat and the better the structure’s ability to insulate. 
The BFRC whole window U value rates a window in its 
entirety including glazing, frame and spacers. Our triple 
glazed units are over 5 times as effective as single glazing. 
Additionally, they are 3 times as effective as regular double 
glazing in saving energy and reducing household bills.

Advanced design and technology

With low line glazing beads and reflective spacers the sightlines  
are clear and uncluttered ensuring the window is well proportioned, 
elegant and attractive and retains all of their functionality.

As the industry increasingly demands carbon neutral 
solutions, the design and performance of sealed unit 
fenestration products is constantly changing. Whether double 
or triple glazed, with engineered chambered profiles, Q-Lon 
gaskets, thermal inserts and advancing glass technology, UK 
NewBuild has the ability to achieve your targets.

With sustainable building and energy use front-of-mind for planners,  
relax in the knowledge you can afford to comply with demanding  
specifications, including triple-glazing. 

Double and Triple Glazed Units. 
Meet any planning requirement 
with energy-efficient glazing and 
stylish, thermally-insulated frames.
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Thermal break

The diagram shows cold areas 
(purple and blue) at the outside  
of the window and warm  
(red and yellow) on the inside  
of the window. No heat loss  
through ‘bridging’ occurs across  
the profile, spacer or glass,  
meaning a warm and comfortable  
living environment is  
maintained at all times.

Guaranteed performance

With the support of UKWG, as members of the  
BFRC scheme we can test any specification and 
permutation of glass, providing independent 
certification as proof of performance.

Your first choice for environmental performance

Glass units utilising our warm edge, 
non metallic spacer can eliminate 
condensation towards the edge of the 
glass by up to 80% resulting in 3-4% 
warmer windows than those with 
metal spacer bars. These windows are 
22 times more efficient at preventing 

heat loss around the glass perimeter 
than those not using warm edge 
technology. Low line glazing beads 
and gaskets ensures that our warm 
edge spacers are virtually invisible, the 
spacer surface reflecting the colour of 
the window frame.

Thermal Efficiency
Smart thinking for your new build.

Cutting energy waste is attractive

Glazing has significant potential to further reduce the heat loss 
from windows – especially for large glazed areas. It can cut a 
typical resident’s heating costs by up to £766 a year. Over a 
20 year period, a typical home could result in energy savings 
worth over £14,000 and 94 tonnes of CO

2
.

Promise residents reduced condensation and noise.

Lower heat loss at window edges makes our glass 3-4°C 
warmer - cutting condensation by up to 80%. Using our unique 
high performance Q-Lon weatherseal gaskets and our range of 
acoustic units will reduces noise pollution too.

Product design
UK NewBuild products allow for a range of U values to be 
achieved using a combination of double and triple glazing, 
thermal reinforcement and multi chambered profile.

More and more, planners and homebuyers are warming to  
the performance and design advantages possible when using 
high performing UK NewBuild glazed units.
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Glazing Units
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Our 3 sided, welded or mechanically 
jointed, braced cavity closer ensures that 
the brick layer produces a correctly sized 
and square aperture every time. Each 
closer is marked with plot and window 
references. This minimises the likelihood 
of the incorrect closer being used in the 
wrong location - a potential cause of costly 
delays and follow on trade disruption.

The closer is constructed using recycled 
material but to the same specification as 
the window. Compliant with all current 
regulatory insulation requirements, 
the closer can be delivered on a quick 
turnaround (dependent on order day) 
and is delivered complete with all the 
appropriate brick ties ensuring timely 
and secure installation.

The cavity closer is available for all cavity 
width dimensions ensuring regulation 
compliance in all situations. Closers are 
also available in P and T Shapes, purpose 
made sizes and shapes and standard or 
check reveal applications.

Cavity closer is are usually sourced as a 
'supply only' product 6-8 weeks prior to 
the window supply and installation service.

Ask about our 35mm set back label 
to ensure correct window location for 
optimum thermal efficiency.

Cavity closers can be sourced directly 
from any of our UK NewBuild approved 
installers or from our approved associate 
supplier Subframes UK.

Standard specification:

‹ Recycled profile extrusion

‹ Acts as brickwork former

‹  Closes 75, 90, 100, 115, 125 and 
150mm cavities with flat, 33mm inset 
or check reveal (other cavity widths 
available upon application)

‹  Eliminates moisture penetration 
around reveals

‹  Prevents thermal bridging in 
accordance with Part L regulations

‹  Assists Building Regulation 
compliance for air tightness

‹ BBA approved (04/4902)

‹  Achieves thermal resistance path 
(0.45m2/KW).

To ensure windows function correctly it’s essential that the window aperture 
is accurately formed. Time spent preparing this opening at the outset  
ensures problem free window performance - enhancing a dwelling’s air  
tightness and avoiding unnecessary rectification or delays in the future.

Cavity Closers. 
A range of preformed cavity closers 
that provide an accurate window 
aperture template during construction; 
insulate the cavity; and ensure 
efficient window installation.

UK NewBuild reserves the right to change product specifications.

A range of 75mm to 150mm flat 
and check reveal cavity closers

100mm Cavity75mm Cavity

125mm Cavity 150mm Cavity

11.5mm 
Insert

36.5mm 
Insert

Flat

Check 
Reveal

Cavity Closers



Complete Window 
& Door Solution 
for the 
Housebuilder 
& Developer

Part of the

T: 01684 852668 

E: buildshow@uk-newbuild.co.uk

For more information on UK NewBuild and 
how we can support your new build property, 
please contact the UK NewBuild department on:


